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Use energy, 
get crypto, 
pay less.



COMPLIANCE
The following whitepaper is intended to be a technical overview. It is not intended to be
comprehensive nor to be the final design. Noncritical aspects are not covered. This paper consists of
information given for discussion purposes only and does not represent investment advice of any kind.
Further, it does not constitute an offer to sell shares or securities, nor does it constitute a solicitation to
buy such shares or securities. None of the information found within is intended to influence any
investment decision nor should it be the basis of an investment decision of any kind. Investment advice
for investment in any security, cryptocurrency, token, or any tax or legal advice should only be given by
an investment advisor, and PowerPlay is not an investment advisor. PowerPlay encourages readers to
seek appropriate and independent professional advice to inform themselves of the legal requirements
and tax consequences of any investments they make, both within PowerPlay and within the blockchain
industry. Investments should only be done with the help of an independent financial advisor within the
context of the countries of their citizenship or residence, and their place of business with respect to
the acquisition, holding, or trade-in PowerPlay or any other tokens. Please note that this Whitepaper
does not constitute an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, for any person for whom it
may be unlawful to participate in a token sale. Those for whom it is unlawful to participate should not
participate. Consult with your lawyer or accountant to determine whether it is lawful for you to
participate in this DeFi project. This Whitepaper should in no way be construed as being intended to
create an investment contract. This Whitepaper (version 1.0) may be revised, with the newest edition
always appearing on our website. For each revision cycle, we will provide notes on what has changed
and the justification for the change. Updated versions of the White Paper (as indicated by consecutive
edition numbers) may contain information that may override, clarify, or contradict previous editions, in
which case the latest version should be considered the most accurate and up to date. Because of this,
versions that are found outside of PowerPlay’s website may contain out-of-date or inaccurate
information. The most up-to-date version of the white paper can be located online at powerplay.xyz.

DISCLAIMER
The attached whitepaper is meant to describe PowerPlay’s current anticipated plans for developing its
business and tokens. Nothing in this document should be treated or read as a guarantee or promise of
how PowerPlay’s business will develop or of the utility or value of project tokens; the document outlines
our current plans, which could change at our discretion, and the success of which will depend on many
factors outside our control, including market-based factors and factors within the cryptocurrency
industries, among others. Any statements about future events are based solely on our analysis of the
issues described in this document, and our analysis may prove to be incorrect. Purchasing tokens is
subject to many potential risks, some of which are described in this paper, and some of which are
provided on PowerPlay’s website. These documents, along with additional information about our
business, are available on our website. 



PowerPlay is a new Web3 protocol that incentivises communities to use more renewable

energy. This is accomplished by providing tokenized cryptocurrency rewards. PowerPlay

offers a way for anyone with a power bill to accumulate cryptocurrency. The protocol

also demonstrates how communities can create personal liquidity and help the

environment at the same time.

  

The Web3 incentive enables communities to optimise electricity usage, save on electricity

bills, and accelerate the transition toward renewable energy sources. Community

members gain greater benefit when using higher percentages of renewable energy,

accumulating more of the native token, $REMI (Renewable Energy Market Incentive).

 PowerPlay adds value to communities by providing an opportunity to help transition the

world to renewable energy in addition to receiving cryptocurrency rewards for energy

use. PowerPlay is independent while benefitting both consumers and energy retailers.

PowerPlay is committed to educating consumers on the future of energy consumption. We

tell the story of energy; where it comes from and the people behind the scenes that make

it possible. Providing energy and blockchain-related information helps drive mass

adoption of the protocol while supporting both the blockchain technology and renewable

energy sectors.

Use energy, 
get crypto, 
pay less.

Overview



The protocol creates revenue through a combination of transformative electricity billing,
demand management techniques, community engagement, and startup funding. We will
expand into new markets through launchpad-style project incubation. Expansion into new
markets will rest on the principle of seeding autonomous decentralized companies co-
owned and operated by local community members. PowerPlay ensures that most of the
revenue generated by the community stays in that community because we provide
transparent records. Additionally, community members have direct input into how projects
are designed. PowerPlay realizes each community is different and will work at the local
level to ensure a proper fit. 

PowerPlay aims to disrupt the gap between renewable generation capacity and the
demand for energy in the evening. This gap is the last viable holdout for fossil fuel-based
energy production in Australia and overseas. The alignment between our incentive model
and reducing reliance on fossil fuels is why PowerPlay was created. PowerPlay provides
value for a community irrespective of how far progressed they are into energy transition. In
this respect, PowerPlay’s products and services have universal scalability. 

PowerPlay creates a more compelling use case for smart appliances, automated demand
management, and IoT (Internet of Things) devices. Electric vehicle (EV) owners, and solar
and battery owners, will also gain additional benefits from using the protocol. Blockchain
and Web3 are the core strengths of PowerPlay. Rewarding communities in cryptocurrency
creates greater engagement levels required to make real change. PowerPlay’s $REMI
token utility is in delivering a power bill discounts as a yield. $REMI’s value is supported by
our users choosing to reduce their own power bill via staking the token to gain the yield.
Communities that were historically unable to invest due to a lack of capital can now
acquire meaningful value by doing something they already do, paying a power bill. This
real-world use case means PowerPlay may well be a major proponent of the mass
adoption of blockchain technology. 



Road Map



The world is rapidly changing in favor of renewable energy sources. We are becoming less

dependent on oil and coal-based energy sources. While this is true, there are several hurdles to

overcome before the world is ready to fully transition to renewables. Exploring these issues in

detail reveals that Power Play is in the perfect position to revolutionize the energy industry. 

GLOBAL ENERGY TRANSITION
In 2021, $755 Billion USD was invested in the global energy transition which includes

renewable energy, electrification of heating, electric vehicles, and energy storage. It’s

estimated this emergent sector will see trillions invested and exchanged for clean technology

in the coming years. This rapid transition creates new challenges.

Preface



An ever-increasing amount of pension funds and investment organizations are now required to

divest from fossil fuel-based projects altogether. This has created significant demand for energy

transition technology. As the limitations of renewable energy generation without sufficient storage

or demand response become apparent a great opportunity presents itself. 

SOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF ENERGY TRANSITION
The Duck Curve

One of the major problems of solar generation is the so-called ‘Duck Curve’ effect. Solar power is

cheap and abundant during the day but then ramps down to nothing in the evening. The gap left

by solar power is generally filled by gas and coal generation which is considerably more expensive.

Most gas and coal generation assets are owned by a small number of large corporations or

government bodies. Many believe this consolidation gives them too much power to set the energy

price, driving up energy costs for consumers. 

The image below is the combined energy usage of the Eastern states of Australia, the NEM. It also

demonstrates the ‘Duck Curve’ effect and the volatile pricing difference of high renewables

periods compared to majority fossil fuel periods. Electricity billing tariffs could never reflect this

volatility so the end customer is detached from the real energy market which would otherwise

influence energy use behavior. 

* https://opennem.org.au/energy/nem

https://opennem.org.au/energy/nem


Whether it's the entrenched preference for fossil fuel generation, monopolistic business

practices, bureaucratic complexity leading to ineffective energy policy, obscure billing

tariff, or total user disengagement it all says the same thing. Our current system is

outdated and is failing to effectively deal with changes due to the required renewable

energy transition. 

PowerPlay’s Web3 platform meets an energy market that is displaying the need for a new

and potentially disruptive market offering. Consumer detachment is a driving factor of the

major structural problems slowing the transition to renewable energy. PowerPlay

introduces the electricity consumer to the dynamic and volatile energy market with our

Web3 platform, a market that shows renewable energy is much cheaper. This gives our

community the opportunity to create value for themselves while doing something good for

the planet. 

*Callide C Power Station explosion, June 2021



WHOLESALE VOLATILITY AND DEMAND MANAGEMENT
The emergence of cheap renewable energy generation and market-based reluctance to invest in

new fossil fuel generation has dramatically changed the wholesale electricity market. In Australia,

renewable energy generation now makes up 34% of total generation capacity. This increasing

share of a generation impacted price stability. When electricity was supplied by coal-fired

generation the price was stable. Now, we see cheap electricity while the sun is shining but high

prices in the evening when the sun has gone down.

Major price spikes occur when the baseload coal-fired generators go offline due to faults or

‘servicing’ during periods of high demand. Gas peaking plants fill the gap when the wholesale

price spikes to a level where they are happy to energise these plants. Most of Australia’s gas

generation plants are owned by three large corporations. Consolidation of this critical

infrastructure is a major driver of high electricity prices.

 

During extreme events, the cost per kWh on the wholesale market can go as high as $15,000/MWh

or $15/kWh. This is an absurd price but one that is highly profitable for fossil fuel generators.

Conversely, an oversupply of energy from renewables will often cause the wholesale market to

negative prices where energy use will sometimes receive a credit of $1500/MWh or $0.15/kWh.

Small retailers must manage this price volatility by buying energy in advance at a premium or they

risk exposure to extreme price events that could bankrupt them.

Most electricity retailers do not own a fossil fuel power station so they pay a premium for a

guaranteed (hedged) price for energy. PowerPlay’s customer engagement model gives retailers an

opportunity to reduce the hedged portion of their supply. By paying less protection money to fossil

fuel generators they can improve their bottom line. By proving to retailers that PowerPlay increases

their profitability, we can justify a share of the savings as additional revenue for the platform and

the community. 

PowerPlay also offers automated load shifting with compatible smart appliances and the ability to

switch designated loads. EV charging, water heating, and pool filters are just a few examples of

discretionary load that can be remotely optimized for token generation and low energy pricing

with no drop-in service quality. PowerPlay is set up to be the first successful smart technology

aggregator because the protocol is the first to offer an ongoing and compelling reason for

communities to benefit from getting involved.



RETAILER TRUST DEFICIT
Energy retailers are one of the least trusted industries ranking 22nd of 25 major industries

in net distrust according to the 2020 Risk Report. Lack of trust from communities is being

felt by all major energy companies leading to impacts on profit. A major driver of distrust

is the perception of dishonesty and unethical business practices of energy retailers

. 

Another contributing factor is the standard and compliant retail approach. In this

approach, communities have little to no engagement with their energy usage and little

education on how energy is valued. This regulator-approved approach creates

unnecessary pullback and distrust. The proliferation of smart devices and interconnectivity

means consumers should expect higher-quality information as recognition of the

significant and ongoing expense that electricity bills represent. 

PowerPlay’s market-based incentive model also exposes volatility and unfair practices in

energy markets. Energy price manipulation happens regularly without most people even

knowing. PowerPlay hopes that increased visibility and scrutiny of these events make it

harder for fossil fuel generators to benefit from using unfair business practices. Our

community will also receive market-specific media that explains the energy market and

energy generation allowing them to see the problems and make better decisions for their

personal energy usage. The maximum amount of $REMI per kWh occurs at times when

wholesale energy pricing is at its lowest. This creates a mutually beneficial alignment

between the consumer and the supporting retailer. Often the smaller retailers are caught

between the big fossil fuel generators and oblivious customers. 

Helping smaller retailers operate more sustainably with better profit margins will allow

them to offer lower prices and share margins with PowerPlay. PowerPlay has developed a

new metering capability that supplies near real-time, site-specific, energy usage data into

the consumers' hands. Until now this required the customer to invest in expensive

secondary metering, whereas PowePlay will offer it for no extra charge from the supplied

billing meter. This available data then empowers the energy used to make strategic

decisions about the energy use in a way that maximises their benefit over time. We are

currently unaware of any retailer offering this level of usage information to the customer in

Australia, making PowerPlay a first mover in delivering useful information to the customer

as well.

 

https://www.roymorgan.com/findings/8409-risk-report-utilities-2020-202005150239


SLOW ADOPTION OF ENERGY STORAGE
The proliferation of energy storage is critical for transitioning to renewable energy. 

In solar and battery markets, the ROI takes longer than the practical life of the battery.

Some consumers install batteries but this is often a lifestyle or energy security decision

rather than a financial one. Without a strong financial return and with no battery cost

relief on the horizon, most communities still invest in solar-only installations. This further

exacerbates structural problems created by the duck curve and evening demand. 

Batteries need a strong business case before mass adoption occurs. 

PowerPlay’s gamification provides additional incentives for installing solar with a battery.

Communities that install a battery benefit from normal power bill savings plus increased

token rewards. This is because communities will see less token loss which happens during

high-cost evening peaks as they will be using their batteries' stored power during this time

rather than using energy from the grid. This will allow greater token accumulation each

month because of the avoided token loss. This mathematical certainty creates a strategic

advantage for battery owners. 

PowerPlay’s Web3 solution will make the battery and solar purchases more compelling than

solar on its own before even considering what token price appreciation would mean for

the battery ROI. PowerPlay believes this is evidence of the structural need for the protocol

to be adopted by multiple retailers and combined with their standard offer. The current

FIAT-based tariff model is failing to deliver the required mass adoption of batteries

whereas our web3 incentive adds new value for battery owners in addition to the current

AUD tariff structure. 

Virtual Power Plants (VPP) meaning the aggregation of high numbers of smaller batteries

to make one large market participant is another emergent market that our Web3 incentive

model can readily incorporate once we have sufficient battery-owning customers. The

current FIAT-based tariff model is failing to deliver the required mass adoption of batteries

whereas our web3 incentive adds new value for battery owners in addition to the current

AUD tariff structure. Virtual Power Plants (VPP) meaning the aggregation of high numbers

of smaller batteries to make one large market participant is another emergent market that

our Web3 incentive model can readily incorporate once we have sufficient battery-owning

customers.



RENTERS MISS OUT ON SOLAR POWER
Many Australian houses have solar PV but many still can’t benefit from installing solar
power. Consumers in apartments generally have no roof access. Some homes are too
shaded and renter lease terms often remove solar PV. In 2020, over 31% of freestanding
houses have small-scale solar PV with the overwhelming majority of these being owner-
occupied dwellings.

Renters, apartments with heavily shaded or unsuitable roofs represent nearly 70% of all
dwellings with power bills. PowerPlay is designed to serve owner-occupied dwellings and
the unmet demand present in apartment buildings. PowerPlay’s gamification is based on
energy usage. Community members without solar have full access to the incentive model
and tokens rewards and in fact, generate more tokens than consumers who have solar
panels.

PowerPlay’s other important feature for renters is the portability of the ‘Bill Buster’
platform. $REMI holders who change addresses need only to connect with a supporting
retailer at the new premises and then activate the PowerPlay second layer. The ‘Bill Buster’
will then be connected to the new premises power bill and will start generating a bill
discount for the user at the new home. Unlike a solar system, the PowerPlay bill reduction
benefit comes from one home to the next. The fact our incentive model is inclusive of
renters means we have a truly market-wide residential offering and another significant
structural advantage.

Young people are generally overrepresented in the rental market. We have identified that
younger people will be more interested in accumulating cryptocurrency meaning
PowerPlay has a strong structural alignment with our target audience and is able to help a
majority of them with our offering. Unfortunately, many are in constrained financial
situations meaning they can only afford to pay utility bills and have no discretionary
income to invest in Web3 even if they wanted to. PowerPlay addresses this major barrier by
allowing them to accumulate $REMI for simply being loyal energy customers, something
many of them are already. 

https://www.pv-magazine-australia.com/2021/11/02/40-increase-in-rooftop-solar-installations-from-2020/#:~:text=Rooftops%20rage&text


EVS EXACERBATE VOLATILITY
The influx of electric vehicles into Australia could put an additional load of 20 gigawatts a

day (double the peak electricity demand) on the electricity grid by 2030 if most owners

charged up at the same time every night, a new report has found. (Reference)

The absence of a compelling incentive for EV owners means convenience will see a high

proportion of people plug their vehicle in when they come home from work in the evening.

This problem is a major concern to the pole and wire network operators because they are

worried the grid's capacity to deliver will be exceeded.

 

Unfortunately, most consumers are not aware that in this vacuum of a clear market-based

strategy it's clear the informal plan is to share the burden across all energy users. Those

who don’t own an EV and those who do not charge their car during peak times will in

effect subsidize the many who will charge in the evening. The fact that fossil fuel

generators benefit from this lack of action while the consumer suffers is another example

of the dysfunction in our energy market and that change is needed.

PowerPlay addresses this problem head-on by giving a dynamic and market-based

incentive for EV owners to charge their vehicles during the day when wholesale energy

prices are lower whenever possible. EV owners will generally have larger power bills due to

increased energy consumption, so the ‘Bill Buster’ combined with the cost-reflective

incentive model is an obviously beneficial offer for them. This dual approach of rewards

for optimum charging practice and the attraction of the ‘Bill Buster’ is a simple solution for

yet another significant and unaddressed structural problem in our energy market. The EV

industry will welcome PowerPlay because it incentivizes a higher proportion of renewable

energy powering their vehicles.

https://www.racefor2030.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/N1-EV-Opportunity-Assessement-Report-FINAL_04112021.pdf


Products
and Services

WEB3, ENERGY USE, AND THE ENERGY MARKET
PowerPlay is a gamified Web3 electricity usage platform that rewards consumers with

$REMI tokens based on how they use energy. The rules of the game are simple; energy use

when wholesale prices are low will see tokens awarded, conversely energy use when

wholesale prices are high will see tokens lost. Individual home energy usage, wholesale

prices, and wholesale futures prices are the three external data sources driving the

mechanics of the game. Each key driver of the game will be independently verifiable.  

PowerPlay is designed so that the highest rewards go to those who use the highest

percentage of renewable energy generation. This model works because wholesale energy

pricing is at its lowest when we see abundant renewable energy generation. The image

below represents the entire energy generation of the grid-connected eastern coast of

Australia and the type of generation as well. It also shows a wholesale negative energy

price interval at 2 pm in the top right of the image. This is an example of an optimal time

to charge the car, put the dishwasher or washing machine on, and in doing so maximise

the amount of $REMI tokens earned per kWh of energy use. 

This type of price signal occurs during peak solar production and so not only is this period

the best time to use energy from a renewable energy perspective, but it is also the most

rewarding in terms of our incentive offer. By incentivising energy usage during the peak

solar production periods, we drive more demand for renewable energy generation and in

turn create greater demand for additional renewable energy projects. This dual beneficial

outcome is a core advantage of our offer, and we believe it will be broadly welcomed by

our target audience. Importantly passive or disengaged energy usage will still see token

accrual, but engagement and optimisation of usage will generate the highest amount of

token rewards per kWh used. The topic of daily energy use is not normally associated with

fun, but we believe it does not have to be this way.



PowerPlay will promote bonus events, games, leader boards, and community-driven

content. We believe the highly volatile energy market can be fun. Our gamification

platform is designed to be fun, rewarding, and educational whilst only requiring a small-

time investment from its players.

GAME MECHANICS
PowerPlay tracks the market-based ‘Spot Price’ of energy and customer metering data to

establish a dynamic interrelation between energy use and the national energy market. In

Australia, the National Energy Market (NEM) sets the market price per MWh every 5

minutes. We will use this NEM price alongside revenue-grade smart meters which provide

5-minute usage data for each customer. These two separate data sources then provide a

representation of customer energy use and the market every 5 minutes. 

Passively using the platform will still see token accumulation because the baseline is

designed to be above the market rate near 90% of the time. Some customers that have a

higher cost to serve will see a reduced $REMI accumulation. Appropriately highly engaged

consumers with favourable usage profiles will see a much greater $REMI balance received

because they will be the lowest cost customers to supply electricity to.

*The above image shows the Beta version dashboard that comprises each important component of the game mechanics.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Electricity_Market


Advanced Smart Meters - Our platform uses the latest technology in smart metering.

Providing near real-time electricity usage data to a customer previously would have

cost around $1000 for a specialised aftermarket meter to be installed. PowerPlay

provides the new meters and the high-quality data for no additional charge.

Customers can request their own usage data directly by applying it to the retailer. 

The ‘Spot Price’ is taken from the official website of the Australian Energy Market

Operator (AEMO) which is the central body that sets the energy price. This is a free-

to-access site.  

These two independently verifiable data sources for the game are:
1.

2.

PowerPlay sets a baseline based on market information and so when the spot price is

lower than the baseline tokens are earned from energy use. When the spot price is higher

than the baseline the tokens are lost for energy use. Providing the clear and easy to

understand signal for optimising energy usage.

BILL BUSTER
The principal utility for the $REMI token will be to generate energy billing discounts. Users

can move tokens into a smart contract that then generates a reduction on their power bill.

The reduction percentage will be dependent on the amount and the value of $REMI moved

into the Bill Buster smart contract. Homes with high energy usage will generate more

$REMI tokens but will also need more $REMI to generate the same percentage discount as

smaller energy users. 

*The above image shows the Beta version of the 'Bill Buster' and its   

https://aemo.com.au/en/energy-systems/electricity/national-electricity-market-nem/data-nem/data%20-dashboard-nem
https://aemo.com.au/en/energy-systems/electricity/national-electricity-market-nem/data-nem/data%20-dashboard-nem


This scaling function provides a reason for the accumulation of $REMI and rewards those

who $REMI in the value of the project. The platform will allow users to reduce their power

bill to zero provided they have sufficient value locked. Customer loyalty is rewarded in this

way and the customers who stay and accumulate tokens for the longest get the biggest

bill reduction.

Our APY will be capped at 20% but our total pay-out on this aspect is 33% of total

revenue of the project. Meaning if the 10% bill reduction amount exceeds 33% then the

APY will reduce. This mechanism provides a security mechanism to the project and ensures

sustainability. 

To achieve the 10% APY our platform needs the additional revenue from demand response,

reduced energy supply costs and strong customer growth. Our fixed 33% revenue pass

through to the ‘Bill Buster’ creates an alignment of incentives between the platform and

our community. As the community helps us build our revenue base they will see their $REMI

tokens have an increasing impact on their power bill.  



PROJECT NAME 

POWERPLAY

TREASURY

REFERRAL PROGRAM

TOKEN FARM ALLOCATION

COMMUNITY INCENTIVES

TEAM

5%

30%

5%

15.75%

11.75%

20%

SYMBOL

$REMI

TOTAL SUPPLY

10,000,000,000

Tokenomics

2.5%

LIQUIDTY

ENERGY, CARBON AND 
TECH PROJECTS

5%

5%
GAME  ALLOCATION

TOKEN SALES



TOKENOMICS
Treasury (5% of tokens)

Project Operations, 

10% at launch then weekly over a 24-month period

Receives tokens from liquidity and transaction fee

Liquidity (2.5% of tokens)

locked at launch for 12 months

REMI/USDT, REMI/USDC & REMI/MATIC 

Energy, Carbon and Tech Projects (30% of tokens)

This wallet is only accessible for seeding new technology, business

acquisition, or asset purchases that will increase platform revenue

and services

Accessible by 4-person multisig only

Vests monthly over a 60-month period

Community Incentives (5% of tokens)

This wallet will exclusively be used to fund customer acquisition and

loyalty

The customer Bonus program will include bonuses to beta testers and

customer advocates

Other customer-focused rewards include promotions, events, games,

and prizes.

Vests 10% at launch then weekly over a 24-month period

Accessible by 3-person multisig only

OVERVIEW
We chose to generate all tokens upfront in a Token Generation Event (TGE).

We will maintain token value with great utility and by limited supply. This

method avoids the high energy use of a Proof of Workstyle of generation. All

wallets with large holding will only be accessible by multi-signature release.

The target wallets will only be accessible for role-specific reasons including:



Referral Program (5% of tokens)

Referral Program and Refer a Friend rewards

Influencer rewards

Vests 10% at launch then weekly over a 24-month period

Accessible by 3-person multisig only

Game Allocation (20% of tokens)

For platform users to fund initial phase game rewards only

Locked at launch until depleted by game rewards

Treasury capital and revenue will be used to purchase an additional

$REMI to maintain game pay-outs from this wallet.

Token Farm Allocation (5% of tokens) (Future)

For platform users to compound REMI tokens

Locked at launch until depleted by payouts

Treasury capital and revenue will be used to purchase an additional

$REMI to maintain pay-outs from this wallet

Token Sales Wallets (15.75% of tokens) 

This wallet is designated to provide additional capital to expand

the project capacity. This includes funding an extensive marketing

campaign, additional dev work, and business overheads until the

project is making sufficient profit to operate on revenue generated

alone.

Vests 10% at launch then weekly over a 12-month period

Pre-Seed Funding 6.5% - Vesting to seeded wallets

Seed Funding 9.4% - Vesting to seeded wallets

Accessible by 4-person multisig only

This wallet will only be accessed for official fundraising activity

Team (11.75% of tokens)

Rewards for core team members

Vests weekly from 12 months after launch up a 24months



EXPANDING VALUE AND REVENUE
Initially, our platform will derive revenue from energy billing in the form of a pass-through,

but this only represents a small portion of the platform's value creation and earning

potential. PowerPlay’s long-term goal is to aggregate a community of engaged and

informed consumers who understand how to create value from their energy usage. Our

partner retailers will benefit from the lowest cost to serve the customer groups in return for

sharing some of that benefit with PowerPlay. 

Competitor retailers with the status quo approach of offsetting high-cost customers with

low-cost customers will find it harder to compete and will either need to join PowerPlay or

come up with some other competitor's offer. Our platform will be appealing to many

retailers as we offer good customer data, very little compliance burden and we address

many of the problems they are dealing with. Our ability to expand and scale is one of the

most exciting aspects of PowerPlay and will support a strong interest in our project's value.

CUSTOMER INSIGHTS AND AI OPTIMISATION
PowerPlay is developing a cutting-edge platform that incorporates emergent capabilities

in data analytics, data modeling, machine-based learning, and natural language

processing. This will enable enhanced energy usage profiles and corresponding energy

supply optimisation. Powerplay’s innovative engagement and reward system combined

with enhanced customer insights will enable a previously untapped value to be unlocked

for consumers. In the first instance, those with existing optimal usage habits or who

respond to signals and who optimise their energy usage habits will see greater rewards,

unlike the current status quo where they are treated the same as customers with

suboptimal usage profiles.  

Future
Development



TOKENOMICS
The energy sector generates vast quantities of data through monitoring market conditions,

weather, and demand forecasting, and at the consumer level through the increasing

potential of smart appliances and home-based generation and storage. Powerplay’s

platform capabilities will enable it to cut through the copious amount of data and not just

filter the data but interpret and direct action. 

Providing insights for customers to optimise their energy assets will allow Powerplay to

participate in network management schemes to provide additional rewards to its

members. AI specifically, has tremendous potential to support and accelerate the energy

transition. Owners of EVs, batteries, smart thermostats, or fridges would be enabled to

have their equipment ramp up or down while still being fully available when they need

them, through AI-based management. AI systems are not only useful in the planning and

optimisation process; they can also make many decisions autonomously, faster, and more

accurately than humans. 

Rather than a customer manually operating a system to charge their EV when asked to by

the power operator, an AI-enabled control system could manage the charging rate and

time to benefit both the EV owner and the grid operator. For example, AI can understand

the daily use time market prices to minimise water heating costs while rewarding the most

tokens for electricity used. Powerplay provides its members a means to participate in, and

benefit from, energy transition. By providing members with customisable smart technology

options with increased incentives we can speed the shift to decarbonisation.

EVS AND VEHICLE TO GRID (V2G)
EVs represent a genuine challenge to the grid due to their capacity to demand significant

amounts of energy in comparison to normal household demand. The predicted uptake of

EVs is causing significant concern to the energy grid operators. PowerPlay’s unique

incentive model will drive optimised charging of EVs which will again create significant

value for retailers, grid operators, and the consumer. In time we will develop an automated

feature that communicates directly with the vehicle to further enhance the ease of

optimum charging regimes. Many EVs are now being released with a vehicle to grid

capability. The technology enables car batteries to function as residential batteries. This

means an EV owner can discharge a battery to the grid at times of high market prices for

a benefit. The ability to automatically control discharge/charge in a fleet of vehicles can

unlock considerable value for the platform and benefits for our users.   



PowerPlay’s base product will include the clear signal of the incentive model for optimum

charging. We will then lead the market by developing an automated EV charge control

software. Via cloud control, we will be able to send charge/discharge signals to any EV

make that allows remote control. Tesla vehicles have allowed access for 3rd party two-

way communication for example. Most EVs will have the capacity for this type of

automated control to be developed. PowerPlay can make it easy and highly rewarding for

the user in this way. This will also create significant relief for retailers and the grid

operator. 

ENERGY, CARBON AND TECHNOLOGY
Leaning on the extensive experience of our team, we will identify and invest new

technology opportunities that will further enable the platform's functionality. In addition

we will seek to identify and invest in projects that align with the projects values.  Our 

 areas of interest include automated grid analysis, useful smart devices, EV control

applications, energy storage projects, renewable generation projects, and credible carbon

sequestration projects. Our ambition here will be to collaborate with the community via

our network DAO which will vote for preferred projects and bring new opportunities to our

attention. In time we believe this aspect of our project will return significant additional

revenue while also supporting projects and technology that is critical to rapid

decarbonization.  

INTERNATIONAL EXPANSION 
PowerPlay will expand into new markets with our versatile use case that can be applied to

any region undergoing energy transition. Using a decentralised philosophy of empowering

local teams with platform support and a meaningful stake in the outcome of PowerPlay in

their region. Revenue generated in an area will predominantly stay in that area. Every

region is different and so this approach will give PowerPlay the best chance of success in

each region and drive demand for our project token $REMI.



AARON HILTON - FOUNDER AND CEO

Aaron has more than 11 years of experience in the renewable

energy sector and during that time he has delivered some of

the most exciting projects in the emergent C&I sector. Aaron

has consistently demonstrated the ability to lead the renewable

energy market by understanding new technology first and

deploying its value. His ability to innovate and identify emergent

markets is perfectly suited to the opportunity that PowerPlay

has before it. 

DAMIAN SHAW-WILLIAMS - FOUNDER & COO

Damian is a finance and energy sector expert with 20 years of

professional experience in all sides of the energy sector and

corporate finance. Damian has led ground-breaking research

and published widely in energy economics and the energy

transition. With experience in providing expert financial analysis

and deal evaluation of large-scale generation and network

investment he has seen how legacy mindsets have held back

the energy transition.

Development
Team

PHOENIX SHAW-COLLERY - FOUNDER & CREATIVE DIRECTOR

Phoenix has a keen understanding of the broad technology

requirements and the creative capacity needed to be a great

CMO/Creative Director. His vision for the PowerPlay brand is a

disruptive and unique company that resonates with the values of

the forgotten consumers in the energy market and the

blockchain community. 

https://au.linkedin.com/in/aaron-hilton-22494779
https://au.linkedin.com/in/damian-shaw-williams-283b1bb
https://au.linkedin.com/in/shesblockchainsavvy


MICK WIEDERMANN - SECRETARY & COMPLIANCE OFFICER

Mick Wiedermann is a successful entrepreneur with over a

decade of management and finance-related experience. He

grew a boutique financial advisory firm to over forty employees,

winning a Business Review Weekly award in 2011 as one of the

fastest-growing companies in the country. His success was

based on a genuine desire to help his customers achieve

financial independence and security. Mick has joined us

because he can see the potential for PowerPlay to create a

valued and intelligent platform that empowers its community. 

DANIELLE MARIE - CXO

Danielle is the founder of She’s Blockchain Savvy and is

passionate about helping savvy people learn about the fun and

exciting world of cryptocurrency and blockchain. Danielle also

founded "ALL THINGS BLOCKCHAIN" and is a key organiser of

Women in Blockchain Queensland. Danielle brings a passion for

education and aims to provide our customers with all the

information and resources required to maximize benefits

received from our platform but also the basics of safely

navigating the wider Web3 space. 

DREW FLAHERTY - CTO

Drew is a blockchain evangelist and has worked in the space for

over 5 years. As a web3 visionary Drew provides the project with

perspective into current trends and insight into what is on the

horizon. He has demonstrated a high level of proficiency in the

design and development of Web3 and related technology. He

has a ranged experience working with some of the largest web3

companies in Australia and with a number of startup projects.

https://au.linkedin.com/in/shesblockchainsavvy
https://au.linkedin.com/in/mick-wiedermann
https://au.linkedin.com/in/mick-wiedermann


PARTNERS & INVESTORS
DLTX Labs

DLTx was incorporated in 2019, cementing a long-standing professional relationship between the

founders Lucas Cullen (Technical Lead) and Steve Milburn (Commercial Director). Focused on

delivering blockchain-based platforms, they now have 19 staff in their Brisbane, Australia office.

With a particular emphasis on DeFi and early start-up solutions, they provide workshops, advisory,

and consultancy, along with an Agile development team that leverages collective decades of

experience in the blockchain sector. DLTx clients and partners also benefit from longstanding, real-

world networks developed via a community meetup that has run continuously since 2013, allowing

them to access the support required to scale quickly and smoothly. Strategic partnerships allow

DLTx to provide advice on fundraising including tokenomics, launchpads, equity stakes, and access

to exclusive VC panels. DLTx is an active member of Blockchain Australia. 

https://www.dltx.io

Ammo Marketing

Ammo is an Australian growth marketing agency. We are a lean team from a variety of

backgrounds – none of which are traditional marketing, and after working with over 250 start-ups

around the world, we know what works and what doesn’t. Our clients work with us because they

know we can help them avoid the pitfalls that inexperienced founders regularly fall into and make

the most of the tight budgets that start-ups run on. https://www.ammo.marketing

Energy Sales

Established in 2007 Energy Sales has developed a reputation for high quality insight into all facets

of the energy sector and has established a very loyal customer base. Delivering market leading

brokering, network design, metering, safety and consulting services there isn't much about energy

that Paul Antonelli does't know.

UV Power

A market leader in residential solar power since 2009, UV Power has installed 1000s of solar

systems. As one of the most long standing and trusted solar installation companies in Australia they

no longer need to advertise due to repeat business and word of mouth referrals. 

  

Website: powerplay.xyz
Twitter: @powerplay.xyz
Discord: @powerplay.xyz
DApp: app.powerplay.xyz

https://www.dltx.io/
https://www.ammo.marketing/
https://powerplay.xyz/
https://powerplay.xyz/
http://discord.gg/HUGdrEDnGt

